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SUM ARY OF PRESENTATIONS AND STAITMENT OF ISSUES
LICENSINO SUPPORT SYSTEM ADVISORY REW PANEL (LSSARP) MEETING
APRIL 14-M1

1994

INMRODUCTION
the diwcsdows at the recent LSSARP meetlfg and
planniq and operaon of the Llcensing Support Systm
toe
atC
lit ftWu= thatt
Admiistrator (LSSA) Compliance Assessment Pkogmm (CAP). lhe pwpose of fte meetng
was to a) addess fte LSSARP mcmbers' con==ns over control of the LSS and b) come to
resolution on th. ree nmmendatinn outlined In Commilon paper SECY.93-107 concerning
the asgnment of LSS program and budget ruApouiit.
7U purpose of this paper i to ummaziz

this sm may, NRC and DOE participants. non-LSSARP partlcpants, and pmsenters arc
identified by name, while LSSARP members are referred to as 'a member." lhe numbers
that appear in hold snd bradmu refer to the page number and line number in thc official
transcipt whorm the partiular discussion can be found.
PANEL bMEMBER ATTENDEES
Kirk Balcorn, Statb Of Nevada.
Dennis Beochtel, Clark County
Chip Cacuvn, NRC, Office of GeeW Counsel

Daniel Gaser, DOE
Robert I. Holden National Congss of American Indians
John C. Hoyle, NRC
Brad Matum, Inyo County

Corid Ma uso, DOE
Malachy Murphy, Nyc County
Jay Silberg, Shaw. Pittman Potts & Trowbridge
Additional Pardolpants:
Arnold (Moe) Levin, LSSA, NRC
Tery Qugley. National Congess of American Idians (Oneida Tribe, Wiscnsiln)
Hanry Swainston, Nputy Attorney General. State of Nevada

TIJI5SDAY. APRIL 14
GPFNING REMARKS, John C. Hoyle. NRCG LSSARP Chairper
Commission paper SECY-94-081.
&achment A:
Mm seventh meeing of due LSSARP was convened, in open me&-dun, by Chalzmnn Huyle. At
the previous LSSARP meeting held in Las Vegas, Nevada, on October 56 1993, NRC ctaf
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briefed LSSARP members on an approach that NRC had developed which would make DOE
reponsible for developing and openg the LSS using IfoSTIEAMS dceal and
tehnology. That discussion resulted in at tbruary 18, 1994, letter to the Commission from
the LSSARP which expresd the mebers' reactions and conoern and concluded that an
additional meeting was iecessamy for the panel to reach a fuller understanding of NRC's role
in mainnining supervision and control of the LSS. In preparation for this meetng, NRC staff
reviewed the Outuber discussions and developed a report to the Commission (SECY-94-081),
which expanded on the mechanisms NRC would use to maintain control of the LSS. [5(4)]
Royl. said that, by the end of the meeting. he would ie fte panel to come to closure on the
Commission-approved Altenative 3 recommendation. his would enable him to present the
panel's vilew to th Commission as it makes Its final doehion on Altnmtivc 3. 16(13)]
Hoyle itroduced Arnold (Moe) Lei, who became LSS Administrator in October 1993.
Levin said that he and his staff have been considering the ISSARP's comments on
Alterntive 3 ad have developed a smuezy to strengthen NRC's control over DOE's
opentun of ihe LSS. Lovin sald he views DOE as a contor operating the L6S for NRC.

B

l(FNG ON LSS ADMINISTRATOR'S AUDIT PROGRAM, David I)rapldn.

LSSAWRC

Arachment B slide presentation.
Attaft;nt C!: illustrative examples of participant commitents
Drapldn discussed how tho audit progr fits into the Compliance Assessment PRogrum. He
pointed out ht must of tde audit program has nothing to do specificaly with Alternative 3.
Most of the proposed audit progra would be implementmd under the cnent LSS Rule. One
Important additon is including the LSSARP in te audit process. The Wdit program is a
proposal nothing bas been mm in stnme. The LSSA Is looking for Input and advice from the
LSSARP. [11(3)

Types of Audits
A member asked how the basis for the semi-annual audits wawdeveloped and Is that

mandatory of all pAicIpants regardless of the number of documents they may ham Drapkin
sessed that au"ll will be made to fit the ltuaton; cither simple or compizx, dcpcnding on
the amount of documents fti participant has,,as long as tho LSSA is confidentAltX thc dat i

as coract and complete as possible. [14(16)]
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LBS Partcpant Conmitments
A member aked whether the LSS PartdpantCommitnt would be published for general
comment or Just circulated to the LSSARP. Drpkln said the LSSARP will have the
opportunity to review the lS ParnicipatCommfrnwin before they are rleased for general
public commenL Chip Cameron sid that ho was not sure what form the Commwoeuts

lvod

tee-a regulatory guide or somethng else. [21(17)]

Dapkiln distributed examples of draft participant commitments to give the 1SSARP a concept
of what the partpants will be asked to do. One member said that for most participants it
will be simple to draft a commitments document, but some laecomets, public interest groups
or ctoen activist groups may need some ausstac. (2421)1
LSSARP Obevation of Audits
The 1SSA will ask for voluntccra from the LSSARP to ptelpO in the audit proCOSS
Represenative LSSARP members and LSSA tff will azcompany the audit team on audIts as
observers. LSSARP representatives will be given an opprtunity to write their opJnons on

the audit repo

The LSSARP, as a whole. will be given copies of the fMal audit report for

its review. 127(3))

Compaison to Oilier AudIt Programs
A member asked how the resources plamned for the LSS audits would compare to the amount

of resources devoted to a typical vendor audit, and Inquired why the ISSA is developing ts
own audit procem rather ha drawing from NRC's yar of auditing epernceo.Dapkin
d b k if it is
pl hun be
responded Ihat his audit approach is only a plL
added that the
Drapin
controls.
adequate
ensure
to
apparent that fewer resources are needed
activitY,
uniQue
a
as
viewed
is
LSS
the
LSS is not like other NRC activite Within NRC,
almost an experiment I licensing. Also, the NRC has an Internal stering Committee that
provldes Input Into th process and lsonis blerd from its quality asnoc and audit
activides. (33(10) & 39(1)]
Determining What Type of Audit Is Necusary
A member asked how the LSSA will dotemine which type of audit to conduct. Dmpkin dd
that hi office has no: yet addressed ts in detail. The LSSA bstff will decide an tEplanned
audits for the coming year, the next two year, or maybe just fte next & Months, There will
also be unplanned audits trigered by complaints from other partipants. 138(1)
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Daft
AnditIng of Non.dommentary MaterfAl

A member ased whether the LSSA wvM audit DOE non-documontary material processing
operations. Cameron stated that non-documentary material would be Included In te audit

[41(1)]

Use of Resident Ispectorm
A member aked whehr the LSSA had considered adopting a resident Inspector-type of
oversight Drapkin responded that vsIng sident inspectors could prsnt a problem because

the inspectnr may begin to Identify with the agency he nr rhe Is auditng rather than the
agency for which he or she is working. Tis situation tends to occur when contractors are
onsite with no loyalty to NRC. Drapklnsaid he would look Into using an NRC staffperson as
the resident inspector. If the LSSA places a resdent Inspectr onsite, this may rule out the
need for a complex audit [42(10)]
Levin said that the LSSA is committed to doing what Is needed to ensure all participants'
confidence. He aid that is why Input from the LSSAMP Is necessary. If the memben art

satsed with a less extensive audit program, then the plan will be modifid. [45(21)]
ispute Resolution

A mcwbvr uskd what mour1 a pipant would have if a paricipant thought that DOB
was putting in documents that were not relevant or if a participant thought that DOE was not
doing Its job and tho fmdings of the audit did not reveal any deficiencies. Cameron stated
that digputai can he hrmught before the Pre-licensing Application Ucensing Board or, afmr the
filing of the application, the Hearing Jcensing Board Levin said that prior to going through
formal disputesmechanis, he would hope that any pAikipant who was awar of a problem
would fiust contact him to attempt to reso1ve the problem. [46(23)1
Subritting Depositions For Indludon In te LSS
Hay Swainstln, Doputy Attorney General, State of Nevada, said that the Department of
Justice has ruled on behalf of the NRC and DOE that depositions cannot be taken for future
administtative proceedings. He ased whether ha could proceed with the depositions of his
own people and whether he would be able to submit these documents Into the LSS. Came=o
stated that the LSS Rule does not determine whether or not a deposition can be taken.
However, If there Is a deposltion taken, and it Is relevain to the LSS, it will be included.

[48(18W]
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A membe maid that this highlights the problem underlying who has control of the LSS. If a
participant has a docatnt and DOE says thc participant's document Isnot =levant, the
downent must bc put Inthe LSS. It
pardclpant needs a mechansm for llngDOE that
is mome than just auditing. Ihe LSSA needs direct control. NRC Is auing participants to
give up part of the bargain of the negotiated Rulemaekin in 1990. Levn remsponded by saying
that DOE should not be placed in the role of detewminiq wheter ox not another partidpants
domnent Is put Into the LSS. He reiterated thaDOE would b lik a contractor to the
LSSA. DOE would not make the decisions; they would cany uut NRC's urdr. NRC will
try to be more explicit, especially in the LSS Paicp t Cownftments, about what documents

should be Included In the LBS. [51(23)]
A meber said that hc was concened about a 'rcption" lssuc, specifically that DOE is in
the process of characterizing a site, and It will also be managig the information that will be
used to detemine whether the site is suitable or not. Also, te Alternative 3 approach

deviates fom the original Rule that id NRC is going to manage the system. Now we are
trying to determine, after the fact, whether the Information is being entered properly. 10rapldn

said that he believes NRC can audit DOE to he point whcre the LSSARP will be comfortable
with the result. Levin added that the audit program wuuld exist whether DOE was rnning

the system or NRC hired a contractor to operate the system. [59M0)
Audlt Plan Review

A member aked If ther was a formal virite-up of die audit progm for eview. The LSSA
would lik to have a decision on Alternative 3 before sending out a draft audit plan for
review. At this time. the ISSA is looking for comments on the audit plan presentation within
the next month. [65(23)]

COMM TE DISCUSSION
Hoyle began the open discussion with a brief look at how the LSS program has evolved. Ihe

DOE program has had numerous delays. Hoyle also stressed that the audit program will
consist of thorough audits reported directy to the Commission. Came= added that In the
latest Commission paper, SECY-94-081, NRC proposed an MOU between NRC and DOE to
make NRC's control stmnger and more visible. [67(8)1
A mmber coamented tha he saw contating language In the audit program prentation.
He said ghat In one place it talks about LSSA convol and in anoer it tlks about LSSA
oversight, and oversight and control are completely different. He also said tat secfton
§2.1011(a) of the Rule states. "the Licensing Support System shall be administered by the
LSS Adminitrator" and 12.1011(c) states, 'the Licensing Support System..shall not be part
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of any compute: system that is contened by any party, Intrsted govemmentl participant, or
putenmtal pany, including DOB and that of its contnrAto." The roember fher tatod that
NRC s violating the Rul, and ho wiM not agr to Atrative 3. Hoyle explained that NRC
examined severa alternative ways of avoidng oo. Using InfosMEAMS WaS a Viable
coon. When the Rule was written, it was contemplatedthat there would be a combined
system developed by DOE. A member nponded that using a combined system developd by
DOE ws contemplated but. the committe decldod agahin 1t. It was thOght that DOE might
deveop te system, bin lt would be mmed over to f ISSA. [70(14)]
The members raised the follwing questions fOr discussion:
What changed since the Rule was promulgated that necesasaa the hange? 1[2(7)1
*

How does the audit program sque with NRC treating DOE as a contractor for
Implementing the LSS? 170(5)]

*

Why cahnt DOE develop InfoSTEAMS and then trn it Over to NRC for operation?
[77(13)1
What are the cost saving', if any, ulated to Altratve 37 [73(10)1

*

EWhat uther benefits are there fom Altaive 3? [77(16)3
What. at a mnlmum, should be added to Alternative 3 and Mec audit program to
demonstrate NRC control nd management? (eg.. LSSA picks up the phone and
directs DOE to...) [76(1) & 85(7)

*

How about Alternative 4--transfer InfoSTREAMS technology to NRC? [83O)

*

What is the difference between oversight and control. le., Isn't the contator analogy

*

Why should there be a middle ground?

deficient in tat there amnoonforoable sanctioms aainst DOE? E83(20)]
67(1)1

Cost Avoidance by Using Alterttve 3
A lot of detil was put Into the Role, but it was difficult to foec smeof f uitles of
implementing the syste. Concerns over the cost of O&M for the LSS and for continued
funding prmmpted NRC to look into ways to avoid costs. NRC could realize a $63 mion
6
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cost avoidance by not duplicating the ctUr of documents and not having DOE oontractors
Lurn over OpitUn and mnaintmm tu NRC uuntuzLur=, [97(3)]

aser said that much of the cost savings can be attributed to changes In tecology. When

the original design wa done in 1990. SAIC anticipated developing software for components

of the system that can now be purchased off the shelf. However, no matter what technology
is uscd, lert uf th, mvings will zrault hum NRC nut having tu rmplicate the hardware and
softwae to run a rlatively smaLlvolume system. [psl)]

One member commented that the cost avoidance was not a sufficient justification for not
tinsforrng the LBS over to NRC (102(7)]

Transferring LSS from DOE to NRC
When ased what problems he would foresee in 11R talrng WafSlREAMs and giving it M
LSS for operating, Graser responded that if both InfoSTREAMS and tm LSS are sharing
pieces of softwart code, then configuration management bccomes an hsm. For eample,
would a change to one system necessitate a change to the othe system? Al the code DOE
could re-as is a cost savings because then would be no cost of replicating oode. Graser
added that it is very dffIult to estimate cost savings until you go though the drill and see
what pieceS irm rusmble. [103(13)3
LSSA as COTR for DOE O&M Contract
Levin discussed the possibility of having the LSSA be the Contracting Officer's Tecnical
Representtive (COIR) over all LSS activities under the DOE contract. Ito LSSA would be
udirecty to
directy resposible for the O&M contract and the O&M wntnwtur wuull mpIzt

the LSSA 1107(9)1 % member said that this Might come close to the Office of Manaement 2
objecton to any arrangement where one agency would pay for responsibilities
nd Budget'

1that were wiin another agency. DOE and NRC wil have to explore the following Isuer
*

*
*

Is dis arangement prmissible under government containg?

Can you have dual cont otticers, one from each agency!
omeagency may
o ontract that
ethr aIngW to pepts puttitg in amoernment
report to anodter? [134(11)1

Ipvtum fur Mking the L8S Opev

ial

One participant asked what Om impetus was for getting the system up ad ning ff the
licensing pmceeding ls at leact n years away. Camern said that one of the objectivea of the
original rle was hat the LSS would be available for use before the licensing aplication
7
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comes In. One meber mid tht half the countles arc already using document tracking
systems. No mauer when the system is made available, it will not be too soon. It would also

Allow DOE to get stared on the document balog. [113(9) & 119(10)1

A member asked whether InfoSTEAMS Is designed a a document management system.
Oraser described InfoSTREAMS Ls 1) an architural foundation of ompuat resourcs

necessary for OCRWM to meet Its ADP nqrents, 2) a document intake capability to
mect specific requirements of the Rule, and 3) i tool for captuing office automation and
transferring It to the recorik manatement environment. C114(25).
DOE a "Contactore' to NRC
Levin uad that legally lt Is mposble for DOE to be a contractr to NRC. However, a

MOU would function as a conta between the two agencies. Maryann Janes. DOE, said
there are exting MOUs that are the same as a conta between DOE and other agencs
such as USOS, the Weater Service, and DNA. Those agendes work for DOE J liE a
conwact and fte uangement has wofred successfully for many yeam. 1142(12)]
One member commented that them till may he a perncitnn issue that participants am turning
over their documents to DOE rather than NR(C. [143(6)]
FRIDAY. APRIL IS. 1954
DOE PRESENTA77ON, Dan Gra, lformation Management Divion, OCRWM, DOE
IdnoS7REAMS Overview.
Attachment D.
Accqptance and flocumentatlon of Defense WAste Materials
DOE put together a response to a member's question from die IasL LSSARP mouting
concening how DOE intends to handle defense waste mtrial. To summmzez the rsnse,
Oraser said the program office has formal procedures in place for the acceptance and
doueninainn of defens wate matrial& 1149(11)]

Another questlun dradt with dvmwunts at the Sewctut lcvel.

an=

.iild DOE has a

standard coaTespondence management system rum by a group called the Executive Secretriat
The Executive Secrett screens Incoming and outgoing materials and anyfting that relates
cfic program la Automatically copied to the program office. The pnotntial problem
to a

occurs when something does not come from the normal correspondence toute, ie, someone
wals in and hands the socrotary a vkwgraph. [150(18)1
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A member asked if DOE had chocked Into whether TnfoSTREAMS can capte grapbicfid notebooks and circulated drft3 S wnufld = pundenco.
orientod material
Oersaad he would need to chck on both questions. He did notkmow if there is a capWt
ability for those materialL [152(4)]
IfoSTREAMS OCerwr

Craser said that much of the InfoSTREAMS technoogy has nusabllit. whether or not cost
saving is perceived as Important kfnhMEAMS Increment 2 is now undergoing final
acceptance testing. [155(19)] The system s modular, so you are not tied to using a particular
vondor. This will allow for th use of the latest or most cost'efctlvc twhnulugy. [16V(15)1
An important part of the InfoSTREAMS ahcltctre, In terms of the LSS, Is a commercl
software product called Storage Mcmitnr. It provides a mechanism for stoig a very large
amount of data. Te product also allows the system to be scalable. DOE is also focusing
on building a stoxage manager that will Identify the location whr dvumnts = sitting and
how often they are used. When a user sur to access a document the system Utac what
documents are frequently used sD they are put near the front. Ts speeds up retrieval time.
(165(12)]
A member asked whether all comments on all documents must be In tx vysm (elecodnc)
instead of Inthe margns (handwritten marnlia). Ors responded that that is practically
unenforceable, It Is not a totaly elecnc environment If It is a QA-affecting activity.
thre are gpecffic prmdu in place for how comments ae made and captred. DOE
encourages people In other cWrmsW~tances to make comments u.sing automation ratier than
handwritten mark-up. [1S8(9))
A member a&ked once somethng goes into the licenig data management system. what
happens to the prerecords database. Graer rexponded that the database is archived. The
database would fall under the normal disposition schedule for the length of time to keep
documentL These docents would probably be on a fivo- to ccvcn- yar schedule. [162(5)]
Sally Larimore, sytems engineer for Car County. stated that she had not receved the
detailed xytem requirements she had requested at the last LSSAIP meetin In October. She
is concerned that there could be performance problems that would impedc timely access to
documents. Shc fools that jmrldcpants must fully undabtand the qureiments to determine
whether the system meets Its uers' needs. Larimore presented the following issues
conceing the system:
*

What operating system are you using?
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What communication protocol and traport am you using?
to cdicas design view matexial?

*

Can we have Sac

*

We have boon askd to consider InfoSTREAMS bcause It Is a cost savings; but it
may not be f t needscosily
g to mt our qurements.

*

Paes 3. 4. 5. and Figure 3, and page 28 of the LSSA Audit Program pmAention
Indicate that the LSSA wfil make poiiodic audits of DOE LSS developnent. Have
tec been any vdits to datc? Pae 27 states that noacwal aaditing ofD OE's
aivities Will take plac until lmplementati
development or not?

*

Are you providing oversight into the

We am concerned about timultaneous access to documents. We nod to have as close
to real time acocss to documents as possible for al paricpans. [173(9)1

Grasu said the funcdonal requiremcnts of Ome LSS have been docmmented and made available
to fte LSSARP for quie some time. Cameron onested that the LSSARP appoint a

subcommittee or waring group to addess tachn1cal lssuos involved in the devdopment of
th system. Levin nggsted tht the grop begIn by reviewing ghe Functional Roquicmonts
Document developed by SAC Any member interested in parficipating in the worong group
should cont John Hoyle. [186(17)J

p

HEADER SUBGROUP REPORT, Kirk Balom, State of Nevada
Attachment
List of fields and descriptions to be added to te previous approved list
of "heade fields
A=Mzet
LSS Header Wnicng Group Meeting Febrmry 23-24. 199A-LSS Field
Defnition Summary Table.
TheHeader Subgroup was formed four yerago to come to a consensus on how to catalog
and Index LSS documentary materil. he subgroup has looked at a multitde of ways to
retrieve and organize mat

tasNew tdinolgy including sond and film ar being

incorporated in headr A member asked what "mandatoy" meant in tems of header fieldd
Blcom sid mandatory mern that Informatlon must be submitted by the padcipant, eg.,
Udate.e Some data mut
goin O field even it is artificial data Balcom sald that ince
technology ch0an8s so rapidly, the LSS Field Defiiton Summary Table documet is not a

final drft

188(12)]

A member asked when DOE will start using thc header definitions and what will DOE do
with docuents for which they havc ead headers under prior direction. Oraser responded
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that DOB Is alrcady using a luger set of headers. DOE will eventually bave to go tirough a

effot for pion ofIts mateals t identify the materl that hasto go no the
LSS. Hoyle will inlude Inhis summary of ftit meeting a stateent that DOE endoues and
will use the LSS headers. [14(17)

neng

USE OF LSS ON PILOT PROJECT BASIS, Mal Murphy. Nyc County
March 30. 1994 Ltter from Mahlhy R. Murphy, Nye County, to Jimn
A cent G:
C. Hoyle, LSSARP Chairman, R4: LSSARP Meeting Apzll 14-15, 1994.
Mal MLuphy buggcsted tht tb LSSARP discuss the feasibility of developing the LSS to the
point where Interested parties could use the system on a pilot projoct badsi DOE wi be
seeking cerufition from Nh1C for the development of a multi-purpose canister (PC) in the
nestfew yearsIn oderto be able to make M savaiable at rator mites by 1998. rhcLSS
could be used during thm MMC cenrfication proceedings to test the funvtuuaits of the
Megulatoy
na.L The
system and famfilaze the panticpants with how the system works In a
pilot system would need to be operational by 199, wfhen the cerification process is lely to
begn [198(18)]
Urser Asked wher the purpose of th pilot test would be to test LSS fWtunfifitcs or to
tet the LSS. He said there ls big diffrence between saying InfoSIREAMS will be used for
the LSS and maling ia reality. The LSSARP has to come to closure on which option wil
be used before DOE can commit to the 1996 timeframne. If a decision is made soon. it is
higly possible that DOE could have a pilot system available by 1996. Gsor will ropor
back to thc LSSARP on the feasibility of dhe pilot proj,, what It would take to mabe It
happen, in what timeframe, and what Is the mechanism for funding. 1211(11)1
Camer= questioned wheter a pelct gmup of people should have accesoto the pilot system
In a certification process that is open to the public. The Comison would have to consider
making the pilot system available to the publtc. [213(6))
F'UTURE AGENDA DISCUSSION
*

Update from the LSSA.

*

DOE repo on the feasbility of the pilot projea
Prelimina

*

report from the technical worMkn goup.

NRC Disoussion of Topical Guldclines.
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ACTION ITEM

John Boyle will

r

schadule another LSSARP meeting for September 1994.

/

set up ffie technical working group.

.9

take the ¶LSSA as COW option to te Commission for consideation and will keep
the LSSARP infomed.

The LSSA will
/

follow up on conntwul issues of LSSA as COTR of DOE's O&M contrator.

.9

look Into using an NRC uxaffperaon as resident Inspector.

The Commision will cofsider mdking the pilot program available to dh publii.

Dan Uraser will

/

folw up oncontrutuflissues of LSSA s COTR of DOEs O&M contratO.
check to see whether IfioSTREAMS can captnr graphlcaoriented materal le field

/

notebook and circulated dfu of controled corruspondance.

check Into feasibility of pilot prgram.

/

LSSARP
LSSARP members will

i

contact John Hoyle if they are interested in particiting Inft technical waiig
group.

:

provide comments on the Audit Plan prcsontation to Dave frapkin wuli n 30 days.
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